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On December 17, 2016 the optical community lost one of it’s most dynamic and
driven members, John E. Parrelli when
he passed away unexpectedly. In trying
to scale and summarize his many accomplishments, we must first go back to how
he entered the industry.

Roger took John under his wing and
groomed him to be an apprentice optician.
John continued his efforts throughout high
school and volunteered and enlisted in the
United States Marine Corps reserve program. Following his basic training in Paris
Island, he was stationed at Camp Lejeune,
NC. There he advanced in the field he had
grown passionate about by training as an
optical instrument repairman.

In the spring of 1960, John’s mother,
Helen Parrelli, wanted to establish an
after school job for her son that would
challenge such a strong, energetic mind.
In 1968, John began his entrepreneurship,
She knew her son would utilize his
dispensing his first pair of glasses out of
drive, focus and determination to its fullhis family home. By 1971, John opened
est potential. One morning, while her
his first independent retail location in
children were at school, Helen drove
downtown Boston, naming it Parrelli Optifrom her Beverly, MA resical. Over the next sevdence to a small optical
eral years, John took
shop in the neighboring
every opportunity to
town of Salem. There, she
further himself through
met with Roger Petit, an
continuing education.
optician and owner of Apex
He began his contact
Optical. She assured Roger
lens training, by learnthat her son was harding to fit rigid contact
working and he would work
lenses with Bella Biskei
diligently around the clock
in a contact lens profor him. She asked him to
gram held at the Optical
provide John an environInstitute of New Engment where he could be
land. Later, he furfurther stimulated to do
thered his studies purgreat things, and told him it
suing soft lens educadid not matter what he was
tion at Newbury ColJohn E. Parrelli
paid. Helen had recognized (Photo courtesy of Matt Johnson) lege’s Ophthalmic Opher son’s potential at a
tics program. There,
young age and knew his unparalleled
John met his soon-to-be business partner
drive and determination needed focus
Jeffrey Bird. Together, the two of them
and guidance to flourish for future engrew a retail chain of optical shops
deavors.
throughout Massachusetts.
On John’s first day on the job, Roger
asked him to clean the lab equipment,
while he left for lunch. With minimal
instruction, John took it upon himself to
scrape clean every surface of years’
worth of caked-on optical resin to a virtually brand new shimmer. Upon returning to the lab a few short hours later,
Roger was in disbelief, as his equipment
had nearly been restored to original condition. It was clear that John Parrelli had
a knack for hard work, and where that
drive would take him was yet to be determined.

In late 1987, John was offered a soft launch
of the first disposable contact lens Acuvue® by Johnson & Johnson. “Go big or
go home” he ran an advertisement in the
Boston Globe offering free contact lenses.
Upon its press release, people were lined
up around the block of his Boston office
the following morning wanting to be
scheduled for a fitting to this new advancement. His approach spawned Vistakon and
all other manufacturers to begin promoting
the idea of free trial contact lenses. In the
early nineties, John was also credited with
being one of the first in the country to emCont’d on page 7
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So long…Never good-bye

President’s Message
Hello Fellow Opticians,
I hope you all had a fantastic holiday
season, with lots of sunglass sales, and
lots of time spent with family! For me
the holidays never quite work out the
way we hope; looking back, however, it
truly is a wonderful time of year. We
are fortunate enough to live in such a beautiful part of the
country. I know sometimes winter can be cold and dark,
but the dark always helps me appreciate the light times.
As I sit writing this, the sun is out and it feels warm. I
have noticed the sun is setting a little later each day, and
soon spring will be here! We are truly lucky to live here!
I have been a member of the OAM for 20 years, first as a
student member, and then as a full member. I joined the
OAM first as a student, then as a licensed Optician when
I graduated WITI. When I first joined, I didn’t really understand why, I just did it because it was what you did as
a Massachusetts Optician. It is amazing to think back
then we had meetings of 50 people, now we have meetings with over 350 people!
A few years ago at our 75th anniversary gala, I was fortunate enough to be invited to a dinner with all our past
presidents. It was my first year as vice president, and I
sat in the room and soaked it all in! It was a humbling
experience to sit in a room, with those great men and
women, and listen to their stories, not of just their presidency and what they were able to accomplish, but of their
personal sacrifices made for the OAM. Many talked
about the missed anniversaries and birthdays, and some
thought they were going to lose their spouses because of
all the meetings they were involved with!
We all make sacrifices to make our profession stronger.
Our spring meeting is fast approaching; it always seems
to fall on the first perfect Sunday of the year. Spring
sports are starting up for our children, and I can’t help but
think of all the sacrifices our members make in order to
be a better optician and to make our state stronger!
I find it ironic as I sit here putting the final touches on my
first President letter, I think of all those past presidents
and members of the board who have inspired me to get
involved in our profession. I hope someday I can sit here
and read an article about how I inspired a young 19-yearold Optician to strive to become President of the OAM!
Thank you all for your membership, and making our profession proud!

It is with many mixed emotions that I share with you that
I am relocating to Charlotte, North Carolina at the end of
March. This move has been something I have wanted to
do for a long time. I am moving to be closer to family
and the warmer weather that I love so much.
I have been a member of OAM (MARDO) since the early
1980’s when I was an Opticianry student at Worcester
Industrial Technical Institute. Chuck Walsh who was the
Program Director at WITI was an active MARDO member and encouraged all of the students to join. It was
sometime in the mid 1980’s that Patrick Langone asked
me to consider joining the MARDO Board of Directors.
At that time the MARDO board was made up of mostly
male business owners. I was one of two women at that
time and the only person who worked for an HMO. At
that point in my life and career I was quiet and so overawed by this group of people that I mostly sat at the end
of the table and listened and learned. I have wonderful
memories of Tom Graves who seemed to be board president forever, Bobby Vanderhoof, Ed Healy, Bill Cousins,
Carol Russell, Tom Lavin, Chuck Walsh and many others. Many served as mentors for me during that time.
Over the years I held numerous positions for MARDO/
OAM. I was the newsletter editor forever, I was the
treasurer forever and then served as the President. And of
course I have been the chairperson for the Golf Tournament for the past 18 years. I loved all of it! During this
time I developed many key skills but more importantly I
made amazing friendships that will last a lifetime.
Today OAM is no longer dominated by business owners
and/or men. It is an organization that truly represents all
Opticians in Massachusetts and does so better than any
other. Massachusetts opticians, OAM and the board of
directors are widely recognized as leaders in our industry.
I have accepted a position at Todd Rogers Eyewear as the
sales representative in North and South Carolina and am
looking forward to this next adventure. It will be fun to
be sitting on the other side of the dispensing table.
I wish OAM and all of the opticians in Massachusetts
continued growth and success. I will continue to be a
member of OAM as long as you will have me. I will be
watching and cheering for you from
the sunny south. Please reach out I
would love to hear from you. My
email is deniseanncook@gmail.com.
Sincerely,

Denise Cook

George Bourque
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Optician of the Year 2016– Kyle Beuadet
Kyle Beaudet was presented the OAM 2016 Optician of the
Year Award at the November Annual Meeting. It was not a
difficult choice. Kyle is exceptional, in so many ways.
I first met Kyle in one of the traveling tunnels in Washington, DC in November 2012. He was attending Opticon
with a friend, seeking the best education he could find. As
those of us from MA got to know Kyle over dinner later
that night, we recognized his quest for excellence in his
own life.
Kyle attended our next conference in Massachusetts with his
work boots on… He jumped in
at every level. He carried, he
fixed, he plugged us in, he unpacked and he packed. At every
turn he was there… saying,
“What can I do?”

…and in this time he also got married and had a
baby…
Kyle is tireless. He is willing to do whatever it takes
to get the job done. He is the ultimate helper.
He is well known and tremendously respected nationally.
And he has quietly and humbly demonstrated immense leadership skills.
Congratulations to Kyle Beaudet, just watch him go!

-Dibby Bartlett
Presidents Award
Kevin Silva was the recipient of Michael Tanzi’s final
President’s Award. Kevin has played an active role at
all our meetings and has taken over the position of
OAM Secretary that was vacated by Ned Morse.

In January 2013, Kyle attended the OAA’s Leadership conference in Florida. He was voted, by his peers, to be the
first Student/apprentice representative on the Opticians Association of America Board of Directors.

Kevin works with BFIT students at his position in Boston at the South End Community Health Center’s optical department where they do internships and obtain hands on experience fitting and dispensing
glasses. He is teaching two
courses at BFIT, Opticianry Technical Skills & Service Lab and
Principles & Practices in Opticianry.

After successfully completing his ABO/NCLE and Practical exam, Kyle was voted to be a full director to the OAM.

Congratulations Kevin and thank
you for all you do for OAM!

He was invited to the next OAM
Board of Directors meeting and
he joined as an associate director. Again, taking on and commanding new projects.

He is now a full director of the Opticians Association of
America…. at 29 years old.
All in 4 years….This is what else he has accomplished:
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created an ophthalmic tech program for his workplace
created a program for apprentices in his workplace
mentored six apprentices to licensure
created a Facebook page for optician students and
apprentices
Created a Facebook page for the Opticians Association of America
Currently working on a Career Ladder for Opticians nationally
participated in the task analysis and written session
of the ABO exam
Coordinated the classroom monitoring schedule for
all of OPTICON, with 8 different tracks of courses
over several days

Vision of Hope
The Vision of Hope, which is the charitable branch of
the Opticians Association of America supported four
major projects and activities related to mission work
here in the United States and around the globe. Last
spring an optician and students from Baker College in
Michigan were sponsored by grants to be part of an eye
care medical team providing eye health services and
glasses to populations in Mexico, Tom Hicks, an Optician from Ohio, was sponsored as part of an eye health
team sent to Jamaica, An opticianry student from BFIT,
Jennifer Hyde, was sponsored in her second trip to
serve the vision needy people in Haiti in November,
and the VOH supported opticians who established a
free vision clinic for the homeless in Portland, Oregon.
Additionally the VOH has provided scholarships for
opticianry students across the country and are involved
with several preservation and recognition projects related to optical history.

Supporting Vision of Hope
Vision of Hope foundation is a non-profit foundation
that was created in 2011 by the Opticians Association
of America. Vision of Hope supports missions across
the world, educational support with the Russell Fritz,
Sr Memorial Scholarship Fund for second year students, supports travel to OAA’s Leadership Conference, and houses the Eric Muth Library and Museum
collection that is being displayed at the Optical Heritage Museum in Southbridge, Ma.
The Vision of Hope Foundation was formed to promote opticianry education, develop future opticianry
leaders, and perform international, national and community based vision related mission work.
The Vision of Hope Foundation's mission is to provide vision for the needy; one pair of glasses at a
time through education, leadership and mission work.
In 2016, we have helped many individuals impact
countless people across the globe. Mission work in 6
countries and the United States of America. Missions
were funded through frame vendor’s partnership to
help Americans. Your dollars help people here as
well as abroad. Please inquire about what you can do
to help our missions. Donations were made to help
students gain further education to our profession and
towards further educating our profession through our
past. We need to know where we have been to know
where we are going.
Help America See is a mission of many, though helping the World See is a cause every optician can get
behind. How can you help?
Do you shop Amazon? Amazon will donate to VOH
0.5% of eligible sales from your orders. You can see
how much you personally have contributed from
signing up. Please sign up at
https://smile.amazon.com/ch/45-4762607
All current order lists for your amazon will be the
same. Nothing changes except for instead of going to
Amazon.com you would need to login in under
smile.amazon.com. Please change your bookmarks.
The website will look and act the same.
You always can visit our website www.oaavoh.org to
apply for missions and scholarships. Donate towards
others going on missions, help fund students for education, and most importantly help those in need.

With help from opticians like you and vendor partners,
we are able to fund all of these amazing endeavors. Some
of our vendor partners have arrangements where when
you buy from them they give to us. If you have any questions about programs that can support our causes please
email me Kyle.watson4@gmail.com.

Kyle Beaudet
Opportunities for Opticians on Overseas Mission
Trips
As opticians in the United States, we are lucky to see a
well resourced patient population the majority of whom
have medical insurance which covers eye exams and
eyeglasses. Most Americans who need glasses have
them. The rates of low vision and blindness caused by
preventable diseases is low. While not everyone gets
regular eye exams, many vision problems are detected
during regular doctor’s appointments.
However, this is not the case in other parts of the world
where access to medical care and eyeglasses is low.
Even in places where doctors, hospitals, and optical
shops do exist, the population cannot afford these
“luxuries”. In Haiti, for example, only a short distance
from Florida, the rates of “spectacle coverage” are
abysmal. Most people there cannot afford eyeglass as
the average Haitian lives on less than $2/day. And
rates of ocular pathologies like pterygiums, pinguecuelas, glaucoma and cataracts far exceed that of US. The
reasons are exposure to sun and dust and not catching
treatable eye conditions like glaucoma, diabetes-related
ocular problems, and cataracts early enough. These
conditions can also contribute to low vision, and in
some cases can be helped by a pair of eyeglasses.
To address the potent need, teams of eyecare and lay
professionals travel to Haiti setting up temporary clinics where patients see eye doctors, are referred for surgery or treatment if needed, and fit with a pair of eyeglasses as necessary. New and refurbished glasses are
dispensed. The students at BFIT have worked to clean,
repair, neutralize and label glasses for these trips.
There is tremendous need for opticians to provide their
expertise on these overseas mission trips. There is
nothing like dispensing a pair of glasses to someone
whose life is changed by being able to see. A world of
opportunity has been revealed both to the patient and
optician.
Jen Hyde
BFIT Opticiany Student
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"Living The Dream"
With And Through John Parrelli
by Blair Wong

We are deeply saddened about the loss of our good friend
and colleague John Parrelli who passed away suddenly last
December.
In the fall of 1984, I began the educational aspect of my career
by teaching my first optics class at the Boston campus of the
Optical institute at Newbury College. The opticianry classes
were held in a beautiful brownstone, affectionately called "21
CA" since its address was 21 Commonwealth Avenue.
While I was teaching my evening classes, Bill Underwood was
teaching contact lenses across the hall to a group of excited and
dedicated students. Bill and I would schedule our class breaks at
the same time so that the students from both classes could get to
know one another.
This was the first time that I met John Parrelli, and right away
he made quite an impression. John, already an accomplished
optician and owner of Parrelli Optical, was one of the many students in the contact lens class.
Less than a decade earlier, Ken Collinson, a MA licensed optician won a court ruling allowing MA licensed opticians to be
able to fit and dispense contact lenses. John and I had many conversations regarding this landmark ruling and how Ken Collinson's hard work and determination had paved the way for MA
opticians to be able to expand our scope of practice in contact
lens design and fitting.
John expressed his passion for our profession and was so excited
to "learn something new" and be able to expand his scope of
practice, wealth of knowledge, and technical expertise.
As a new optician with only four years experience, and a firsttime teacher, John welcomed me to the profession and told me
that there will always be something new to learn in this field.
As I got to know the other students in the contact lens class, I
soon realized that they were all John's employees, and that he
had paid for all of their course fees and tuition.
For two semesters, John and I shared a cup of coffee and "OpTalk" only a weekly basis. While it was only for fifteen minutes
or so, it was always quality time and time that I looked forward
to.
Much like the two classrooms at Newbury College on opposite
sides of the hall, for the next ten to fifteen years, our paths
hardly crossed and were on a parallel course. I became involved
in the OAM and OAA, while John immersed himself in the
CLSA and became an honored fellow. Once in awhile we caught
up at the New England Contact Lens Society meetings where we
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would share stories about our families and the Parrelli
Optical business which had grown to several locations.
John took great pride in each location and even more
so in the development and training of his employees
who managed the stores.A great number of the contact
lens fitting opticians in Massachusetts learned their
expertise through his mentorship.
John spoke so proudly of his son Jonathan, who has
surpassed him as a contact lens fitter and designer.
John's eyes would light up and his smile broaden as he
would describe to me Jonathan's latest "reverse geometric scleral piggy-back" rigid gas permeable design
contact lens. that would allow perfect acuity and maximized comfort for a wearer who had a "train wreck"
for a cornea!
John was certainly living the dream,... and was always
daring himself and others to dream even higher.
Twenty-one years after we first met at "21 CA", John
and I finally had a chance to work together.
John joined the OAM board as a director and chaired
the contact lens education committee in 2004. His professional network and educational expertise allowed
the OAM to present educational conferences and
meetings that were of the highest quality and featured
many nationally recognized expert speakers.
I remember during a board meeting in which we were
celebrating the success of our recent membership
drive, he quickly quelled the accolades by saying,
"Okay, now that we achieved our first goal, how do
we get to 100% membership?"
At another meeting the board was addressing how we
were going to handle our upcoming conference that
would have over 400 attendees. Once we came up
with a plan, he then said “Now let's come up with a
plan to address an "All New England" regional conference with over a thousand attendees”.
Just when you are finally "living the dream", John
was always there to remind us how to dream even
higher.
It was also during this time that John and his son Jonathan, became very involved with teaching the contact
lens curriculum at BFIT. Whenever possible, John and
the contact lens fitting opticians from the different
Parrelli Optical locations taught lectures and labs at
BFIT. John was also a problem solver. When he
learned that some of the students did not have their
textbooks with them in class because they could not
afford to buy them, John provided the BFIT library

with twenty-five copies of the book so students never had
to buy the book.
John provided the college with all of his gently used
equipment and instrumentation whenever he upgraded his
offices.
John will always be remembered by the students for his
generosity and mentorship toward becoming a leader in
the profession. It was always John's wish to help students
to participate in the profession by attending a national
meeting. Through his own generosity and through the
CLSA Foundation, he was able to help more than forty
students from BFIT and other opticianry schools attend
the CLSA and Opticon national meetings.
We, as students, are grateful for John showing us that
what we imagine can become reality; that we as an association can operate even more smoothly; that we as teachers can always learn more and teach more, and that we as
opticians who are continually passionate about our profession will never be satisfied. During his illustrious career John received many awards and had many memorable moments in the limelight. However John was never
about the "monument", but always about together,
achieving something that was monumental.
Speaking for myself and so many others who were
touched by John and those who reached out to touch him,
we thank him for teaching us to "live the dream,... and
dare to dream even higher."

Cont’d from page 1

brace daily disposable contact lenses. He pioneered the approach of using this new modality to
help resolve the many cases of giant papillary conjunctivitis (gpc) that had risen from infrequent replacement of conventional contact lens wear
throughout the eighties.
John devoted whatever free time he had in the first
half of his career to his three children and his wife.
He attributed much of his success from his children, as his drive stemmed from the desire to provide for them and to give them best possible start in
life. In the second half of his career, John’s focused more on giving back to the optical community. He selflessly became involved on a state and
national level in organized opticianry. John was a
Senior Board Member and Contact Lens Education
Chair for the past 10 years to the Opticians Association of Massachusetts, an advisor to the Benjamin Franklin Institute Optical program in Boston,
where he served as a contact lens faculty member
and externship preceptor. He was honored in 2014
as the Massachusetts Optician of the Year. That
same year he received the national award for Contact Lens Society of America member of the year.
Looking forward, it is clear that many opticians,
both young and accomplished have been inspired
and guided by John’s teachings. His generosity
and proud desire to share his wealth of knowledge
was a gift to the optical community. This legacy he
leaves behind encourages opticians to constantly
seek and bring the best techniques to the everchanging and evolving optical industry. Although
John Parrelli is no longer with us today, his influence will forever live on through us and the many
generations of opticians to follow.
Jonathan Parrelli

Celebrating at the OAM 75th Year Gala with John
Deering and Norman Marquis

John and son Jonathan lectured together in the Fall of 2014
Speaker Jim Slightom at dinner with John on
the eve of the Spring 2016 meeting
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Remembering John Parrelli

I’ll never forget John. He
crosses my mind daily,
when I wonder, “what
would John do?”. And for
that I am forever grateful
to have had John as mentor
and I will always lead in
his honor.

Sometimes in life we are given the gift of a revelation. It may come from within, a defining moment,
or more distinctly through the influence of another.
I had the honor of working with John Parrelli for
over two years. Within that short amount of time,
he taught me what felt like a decade of experience,
what it meant to dream big and pursue greatness.
He had changed my life. John was truly one of the Andrea Carrese
most dynamic human beings I have ever come
across: his infectious laughter, charisma, bank of
stories, social skills, wealth of knowledge, but,
most profoundly, his passion to bring out the best
in others and love of Opticianry. This was no small
feat. It was no secret that John embodied military
discipline. As a Marine veteran, he believed in excellence, being fair, and more importantly, being
the best you can be. John never competed with
anyone else, but was the first person to lead with
John toured the Optical Heritage
utmost respect for the greater good.

Andrea Carrese and John led a workshop
at the Spring meeting in 2016

Museum with Michael Ward

John built himself an empire of Opticals largely
known for doing things others simply could not or
would not do. There was a challenge John would
not take on and he always found a solution. After
working with John for some time and observing
much of what he did, I came to realize the challenges John accepted were for himself. He was
constantly in pursuit of greatness. Taking a step
back to really think about that, the reason John was
so successful and head of our industry was because
he never quit, he chose to think outside the box,
and always learn something new that separated
him from the rest. He was always willing to take
your hand to guide you toward a greatness you
yourself never knew you were capable of.
I’ll never forget the time I had received my results
from taking the advanced NCLE exam which I
didn’t pass. John gave me a hug and told me “you
should be proud, failure is only another opportunity to learn.” John had a way of making you feel
special. He believed in everyone who even had the
slightest passion for optics, and if he saw that in
you, he was determined to amplify it. John dedicated most of his years to growing Opticianry,
helping his patients see the best they possibly
could, educating students and fellow opticians with
all he learned throughout the years. He was never
selfish with his knowledge. He wanted everyone to
share the tools in his toolbox. He provided me and
many others the stepping stones to do more, to be
more, and to never be afraid of failure but rather to
embrace it, to never stop learning, to be strong, be
confident and most comically – “fake it til you
make it, but hell, you better get there.”
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John with fellow CL expert Bill Eichhold

OAM Optician of the Year 2014

Catherine Selucky with John at the
Spring meeting at MCPHS University

John with OAM associate directoJanice Muradali of CooperVision

John was at the center of Optical Jeopardy at OSV in Nov 2011 with
Ray Dennis, Tom Miner, Harry Jilson, Bob Goldman and Ned Morse

Sight: The Story of Vision Screening in Southbridge

Spring Meeting April 23rd Westboro

The screening of documentary “SIGHT – The Story of Vision,
narrated by Sir Elton John,” was just one of the special events
at this year’s Opticians Association of Massachusetts (OAM)
Fall Meeting which featured an appearance by the film’s director, writer and producer Kris Koenig, Dr. David Fleischman ,
MD and Sight’s eBook producer Mark Mattison-Shupnick.

The OAM 2017 Spring Expo will take place on
Sunday April 23rd at the Westborough Double
Tree hotel (5400 Computer Drive).

Attendees
were professionally photographed on the
Zeiss
Blue
Carpet
and
given prints at
the conclusion
of the event
courtesy
of
Zeiss .The pre- Photographed on the Zeiss Blue Carpet, left to right: Kris
miere at the Koenig, Dr. David Fleishman, Diane Matuck, Dick Whitney
OAM
Fall and Mark Mattison Shupnick
Meeting was
supported by two of SIGHT’s main sponsors, ZEISS and
Luxottica. Limited edition Sight DVD’s made specifically for
OAM by Kris are still available for $20 and will be sold at the
OAM Spring meeting on April 23. Luxottica provided the attendees with copies of the eBook using Rayban flash drives.
The Sight eBook can be downloaded for free from the Sight
website and includes many interesting interviews and additional educational material not included in the documentary.

Workshop classes feature a class presented by
BFIT students who will be presenting a course
on how to become involved in community service programs, locally and globally. In this workshop attendees will learn specifically about devising a plan for optical service to your local
community. Additionally, attendees will learn
about opportunities and grants to support their
participation in accompanying eye health teams
on mission trips on a global basis. Attendees will
also participate in an in-class recycling activity in
which all completely processed eyewear will be
added to an inventory of recycled prescription
glasses that are to be used on a future mission
trip.

The education program features James Slightom
who will be presenting five hours of education.
Walter Potaznick, an optometrist who specializes
OAM Executive Director Blair Wong said: “As an early sup- in sports vision will be presenting a course reporter of the SIGHT project, the OAM is very excited to host lated to the design, function and fitting of sports
the Massachusetts premiere of the documentary that has re- related lens designs, specifically for target shootcently aired on many public television stations across the US.
ing.

There will be a business workshop related to
"negotiations". to learn from financial experts
about lease renegotiation, and how to buy and
sell an optical business.
The final two hour workshop will take the mystery out of how to operate a phoropter. This
course will start with a basic review of refractive
principles of light relative to the eye and then
transition to a hands-on identification of the parts
and functions of a phoropter and will include
demonstrations of its use.

The Optical Heritage Museum provided tours and hosted dinner at 12 Crane Street that evening and ZEISS veteran and
OHM director Dick Whitney thanked the OAM for being a
loyal supporter of the museum for the past seven years and
emphasized the importance of the education classes and workshops for opticians offered by the OAM at their meetings. Music was provided for the after party by the Pantoscopic Tilt
Band who we hope to see at future events!
Sight, the Story of Vision, narrated by Sir Elton
John which premiered at our annual meeting last
November, is a course option. In addition to the
opportunity to view the film for credit, DVDs
will be available for purchase.

As always we will celebrate the final hour of the
day with the "7th hour" lecture, Opticianry
Leading the Way. This special lecture always
leaves us re-energized, highly inspired and proud
to be an optician. We look forward to seeing you
all in April.
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Our Neighbors in Rhode Island
The Opticians Association of America held its
annual Leadership Conference on February 9 –
12. It is an opportunity
for optician association
leaders from around the
US to meet and discuss
strategies for strengthening their associations.
Michael Tanzi had an opportunity to speak
with Bob Burgess, President of RIARDO and
here’s what they discussed:
How did you first get involved with optical?
I became involved in Opticianry when the
profession was suggested by a girlfriend
many years ago. I sought out Newbury College that had the Program and enrolled.
How long have you been an optician ?
It has been 31 years since I became licensed
in Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
Why did you decide to join RIARDO?
During my college years, an internship was
required. It so happened the optician I did my
internship with was a member, later becoming the President of RIARDO, Mr. Dick
Crute. He asked that I attend the meetings
and when I became licensed, I became a
member. On October of 2016 I became the
new President.
What challenges are you facing as an association?
I feel one of the biggest challenges facing not
only RIARDO but Opticianry in general is a
lack of identity. The public does not know
what or who Opticians are.
As the new President of RIARDO I would
like to change that. I have already taken a
vote to change the name of RIARDO (Rhode
Island Association of Registered Dispensing
Opticians), to Opticians Association of
Rhode Island (OARI), putting Opticians first.
The vote was overwhelmingly ‘yes’ with
only 2 ‘no’ votes.
The second thing I have done is to get a website built, which is under construction now.
The website address is “OpticiansRI.org”

What goals do you have during your presidency?
I am going to enclose window stickers with membership renewal to
drive the public and interest in Opticianry to our website in hope of
increasing awareness.
As the founder and past Program Director and still faculty of the Associate Degree Opticianry Program at Community College of Rhode
Island, OARI supports our school. The Program is an NFOS member
and a Distance Learning Program where the core portion of the Program is online except for the Clinical aspect.
The new website will feature our College Program. I believe this will
lead to an interest in our Profession.
What did you like best about theOAA Leadership Conference?
The OAA leadership conference gave me an opportunity to connect
with other like minded people and expand my interests and future
endeavors.
What are your thoughts on the future of opticianry?
My feeling about the future of Opticianry is strong. I know no one
does what we do as well as we do it. There will always be a need for
the Critical thinking mind of Opticians and the troubleshooting abilities that we possess. Without them the public will suffer from poor
fitting eyewear and even dealing with what they think vision is supposed to be like without knowing any better and no one to tell them or

Bull in a China Shop

When Worcester optician Jim Johnston got a call shortly before
midnight on February 10th that a car had hit his building, he had no
idea how bad it was going to be.
When Jim arrived at his shop, Sprague Fitton Opticians, emergency
personnel and Channel 7 News were already on the scene. A 74
year old woman on her way to work the night shift in Worcester
during a storm that had dumped over a foot of snow had gone off
the road, over a curb, past the large sign posts and crashed through
the front door. The driver was okay and able to get out of her Toyota on her own, but the dispensary was a disaster and will take time
to repair. Luckily no one was in the shop at the time of the crash.
Our thoughts are with Jim as he gets things back in order.
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OAA Leadership Conference Savannah, GA 2017
Enthusiastic sharing of experience and ideas were brought to
this years conference in Savannah and I was proud to be an attendee. For OAM members that have never had the opportunity
to participate in this conference, it is a great chance to meet and
collaborate with opticians from all over the country.
Though each day had structure, it also offered time for breakout
sessions based around topics from your office’s web presence
to details about the outreach opportunities and needs for The
Vision of Hope Foundation. Each meeting brought ideas and
challenges that the participants brought to the table from their
own part of the US. This gave us a myriad of perspectives yet
still offered the common thread of continuing to build a strong
foundation in which to continue to grow our profession.

OAM Executive Director Blair Wong accompanied
by Andrea Carrese addresses the conference.

Not only did seasoned professionals participate in the conference, but there were many opticianry students from around the
country in attendance as well. The students participated in the
main forums but also had an exclusive student track, lead by
Blair and Dibby that offered them discussions and break out
sessions geared to help give them the building blocks they will
need to keep our industry growing strong
I leave these meetings with such a renewed sense of career
commitment and excitement to share the experience with my
peers once I return to New England. I feel it is important to let
our local members know that the OAM’s leadership is continuing to bring value to our members by staying current, informed
and active on a national level in our industry.

Donna J. Schaub,

Selfie time for opticians Donna Schaub, Cheryl
Pearson, George and Lisa Bourque

Official group photo taken of the Massachusetts delegation consisting of licensed opticians, students and
apprentices
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Please support our Partners
ABB CONCISE
ACCU RX
ALCON VISION CARE
ALRAY OPTICAL
ARCHIE SOFTWARE
BOSTON EYE DESIGN
CARL ZEISS VISION – NORTHEAST
CARR HEALTHCARE REALTY
CHARMANT
CHERRY OPTICAL
CLEARVISION
COBURN TECHNOLGIES
COOPERVISION
DOLABANY EYEWEAR
DE RIGO REM EYEWEAR
ESSILOR INSTRUMENTS
ESSILOR OF AMERICA – CROWN
EUROPA INTERNATIONAL
FEA INDUSTRIES
FGX INERNATIONAL
FYSH & KLIIK
HILCO
HOYA VISION CARE
KENMARK
KERING EYEWEAR
LUXOTTICA
MCLEOD OPTICAL
MARCHON
MENICON AMERICA
MICHAEL SHAER OPTICAL
MODO EYEWEAR
NASSAU VISION
OVVO OPTICS
PARTNERS IN VISION
PERFERX PRECISION OPTICAL
PRODESIGN
RANDOLPH
SAFILO, USA
SHO EYEWORKS
TODD ROGERS EYEWEAR
VARILUX
VICTORY/EAGLE EYEWEAR
VILLA VENETA EYEWEAR
VISION-EASE LENS
ZIMCO OPTICS

Save the Date:
April 23rd—OAM Spring Expo, Westboro Doubletree

Remembering John Parrelli

Do you know when and where this photo was taken? Hint: there were a
lot of optical businesses located here.
(answer on page 2)

